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Pandemic crisis meaning in english

The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared the coronavirus outbreak a pandemic as the virus continued to spread around the world. More than 124,000 people from at least 114 countries have been infected with covid-19, the medical term for the virus, according to the WHO. Of these, more than 68,000 have recovered, according to data collected
by Johns Hopkins University, which is tracking the virus. At least 4,600 people have died from the disease, according to the WHO. What is a pandemic? Who defines the word pandemic without words : the worldwide spread of a new disease. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), a pandemic is a disease that has spread to
several countries around the world, which usually affects large numbers of people. The word comes from the Greek word pan meaning everything and demos meaning people. Why did who label the coronavirus outbreak a pandemic? In statements to the media on Wednesday, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, director general of the WHO, said he was
deeply concerned about the alarming levels of inaction as the outbreak shows no signs of slowing down. In the past two weeks, the number of COVID-19 cases outside China has increased 13-click, and the number of affected countries has tripled, Tedros said. According to the WHO, more than 90 percent of cases are in only four countries - China, Italy, Iran
and South Korea. However, the number of cases in China and South Korea is decreasing significantly, according to the WHO. Many countries continue to face an uphill battle when it comes to combating the spread. Some countries are struggling with a lack of capacity. Some countries are struggling with lack of resources, Tedros added. What will this mean
for the outbreak? After the announcement, several countries expanded their responses and put in place even stricter controls. Denmark, which has reported a 10-twice jump in cases since Monday, said it was closing all schools and universities as of Friday. Non-critical public sector employees will also be sent home. Saudi Arabia suspended travel and flights
to the European Union and several other countries after the announcement. The US State Department also urged citizens to reconsider overseas travel with President Donald Trump suspending all flights from Europe except the UK. The ban will be in place for at least a month, Trump said. The declaration of a pandemic often leads governments to spend
more on preventive measures and funding for vaccination programs. This was the case the last time who declared a pandemic in 2009 during the H1N1 swine flu outbreak. Source : Al Jazeera pan· dem· ic | \ pan-ˈde-mik \1 : occurred in a wide geographical area (such as several countries or continents) and usually affects a significant part of the population
pandemic influenza was pandemic and claimed millions of lives. 1 : an outbreak of a disease that occurs in a wide geographical area (such as several countries or continents) and in general a significant proportion of the population - an outbreak of pandemic from a disease a global pandemic Influenza Pandemic seems to strike every few decades and kill by
the million - at least 1m in 1968; perhaps 100m in the Spanish flu from 1918-1919. — The Economist 2 : an outbreak or product of the rapid sudden spread, growth or development : epidemic entry 2 sense 2 We have been talking about the pandemic of racism for centuries.— Roger Griffith Nobel Prize-winning economist Robert Shiller warns a pandemic of
fear could tilt the economy to an undeserved depression.— Stephanie Landsman An epidemic is an epidemic. A pandemic is a kind of epidemic: one that has spread 100% wider than an epidemic, and has affected a significant portion of the population. When does an outbreak turn into pandemic? An outbreak is a sudden increase in the incidence of a
disease and is typically limited to a localized area or a specific group of people. If an outbreak becomes more severe, and less localized, it can be characterized as an epidemic. If further enlarged, and affects a significant portion of the population, the disease can be characterized as a pandemic. What are some examples of pandemics? There have been a
number of pandemics since the early 20th century: the H1N1 pandemic of 2009, the Spanish flu of 1918/19 (which did not originate in Spain), as well as the flu pandemic in 1957 and 1968, and now the COVID-19 pandemic of 2019/20. Among the best-known pandemics is the Black Death, a plague that spread across Asia and Europe in the mid-14th
century. ... globalisation, the most thorough socioeconomic upheaval since the Industrial Revolution, which has launched a pandemic of retrogressive nationalism, regional separatism and religious extremism. - Martin Filler, New York Book Review, September 24, 2009... he also hopes to use this cultural research to better understand strategies to reduce the
massive pandemic we now understand smoking to produce. — Allan M. Brandt, The Cigarette Century, 2007 There is evidence that this game pandemic is going global. — Gerri Hirshey, New York Times Magazine, July 17, 1994 In ten years that erupted, this pandemic took or ravaged the lives of nearly five million people before it disappeared, as
mysteriously and suddenly as it had come, in 1927. — Oliver Sacks, Awakenings, 1973 The flu pandemic of 1918 claimed millions of lives. See more While the world was waiting to get out of a pandemic nightmare, Colin Morikawa hit the kind of shooting players around the world fantasizing about. — John Marshall, ajc, Amid the anguish of the pandemic,
sport offered memorable moments, December 25, 2020 In April, shortly after the coronavirus was declared pandemic, country music icon Dolly Parton donated $1 million for el virus al Vanderbilt University Medical Center de Nashville, Tennessee. — — Landrum Jr., Chron, Despite darkness 2020, celebrities like Trae Tha Truth make an effort to brighten the
year, December 25, 2020 Not only did the pandemic postpone the releases, but for months, filming also stopped - including a production that Fleming wrote and set to direct, with Michael Keaton starring and producing executive. — Kathleen Christiansen, orlandosentinel.com, 2020 Films: Reflecting on a Year in Film, December 25, 2020 The nation's
shortage of household paper goods led to a 130% increase in thefts of these items during the first 10 months of the year. — Nathan Bomey, USA TODAY, Cargo thefts increase during the pandemic, as thieves target toilet paper, hand sanitizer, masks, December 25, 2020 Before Wednesday, the previous record for pandemic was set the Sunday after
Thanksgiving. — Pete Muntean, CNN, Nearly a million people flew to the United States on Christmas Eve, December 25, 2020 Traffic total deaths fell during pandemic blockades. — Aarian Marshall, Wired, The Year of Driving Less— but More Dangerously, December 24, 2020 The new pandemic tradition has happier roots - hospitals often play a lullaby
every time a baby is born. — CBS News, Nurses fear what's to come in the COVID crisis: Walk through our unit for a day, December 24, 2020 Drug overdose deaths set a record in the U.S. in the 12 months leading up to last spring's pandemic closures -- and Oregon kept pace with the worrying trend. Oregonlive, Drug Overdose Deaths Increase in Oregon,
U.S.; CDC says the disruption to the pandemic contributed to a dramatic increase, December 24, 2020 Given the coronavirus pandemic, all children wore masks, Cohen says, as did everyone who handed out toys. — David Oliver, USA TODAY, Kodak Black donates $20,000 from prison to Christmas Eve unit for Florida children, December 26, 2020 Yoga
with Adriene has been a shining star for many throughout the pandemic. — Alli Harvey, Anchorage Daily News, What to do in alaska's grand interior when going outside is a bad option, December 26, 2020 But the pandemic has been damaging to smaller stores, clothing brands and department stores, which had already been struggling to adapt to the rise of
online shopping. — Alexandra Olson, ajc, Holiday sales mark how buyers invest in their homes, December 26, 2020 The world faces the task of a global economic reboot after the ravages of the coronavirus pandemic. — Fiona Harvey, Wired, Can the Paris Agreement Still Prevent Climate Chaos?, December 26, 2020 The pandemic has made traditional
schooling for millions of American students, inspiring a craftsman in California to make e-learning a little easier. — Danielle Wallace, Fox News, Heroes of 2020: Americans who kept hope alive during the pandemic, civil unrest and uncertainty, on December 26, 2020, when the pandemic erupted, forums went online and focused on COVID-19-related mental
health issues. — Brian Witte, baltimoresun.com, 'It's OK to talk about your problems': Marylanders encouraged addressing mental health issues during the pandemic, December 26, 2020 The 2020 The The part has once again been, out again the football playoffs amid the global pandemic, which prematurely ended state boys' and girls' basketball
tournaments last March and prevented spring sports from even starting. — Mick Mccabe, Detroit Free Press, MHSAA struggling to schedule, well, anything like the pandemic keeps grip on life, December 27, 2020 The pandemic is worsening both state and nationally, and public health experts expect the virus to spread even further during the holidays. —
Brieanna J. Frank, The Arizona Republic, AZ Coronavirus Update: 6,106 new cases, 15 additional deaths as Maricopa County exceeds 300,000 cases, December 27, 2020 These example phrases are automatically selected from various online news sources to reflect the current use of the word 'pandemic'. The opinions expressed in the examples do not
represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback. See more
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